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[Editorial note: CAU reproduces below excerpts from an article titled, "No End in Sight for
Nicaraguan Inflation Until War Ends," by Ricardo Pino Robles, published June 17 in the Central
American information bulletin of the Agencia Nueva Nicaragua (ANN), Managua. Lead articles
of the bulletin are made available to Peacenet, a computer conference system based in Palo Alto,
California. ANN is an international news agency founded by Nicaraguan journalists shortly after
the 1979 revolution. Annual subscriptions to the ANN news bulletin are available for $30, by writing
to ANN, Departamento de Desarrollo, Apartado 435, Managua, Nicaragua.] According to the
Nicaraguan government, the spiralling inflation which has characterized the national economy
since 1985, cannot be eradicated in the short term. Officials have repeatedly argued that the major
cause of inflation is the government's enormous budget deficit, which is in turn a product of
defense spending in the war against the US-backed contras. Independent Nicaraguan economists
attribute the problem of inflation to structural and temporal factors which limit possibilities for
expanding production, and to government macroeconomic policies that produced an excessive
money supply. After an average 35% in 1980-84, consumer price inflation took off in 1985, jumping to
334%. Nicaragua's 1986 figure of 802% was the highest rate in all of Latin America, and established
a national record. Economists emphasize that from 1979 through 1984, the government's economic
strategy focused on economic recovery by means of a rapid expansion in credit and investment.
The ensuing demand growth was not matched by increased output. From 1979 to 1981, the
recovery drive was helped along by the infusion of large amounts of foreign aid from multilateral
lending organizations, and several capitalist nations, including the United States. This situation
changed radically in 1982, result of international financial crisis, and a series of hostile measures
adopted by the Reagan administration including the orchestration of a multilateral bank loan,
partial closing of US markets to Nicaraguan goods, and the initiation of the contra war. Despite
sharply reduced access to foreign loans, the government maintained a high rate of investment,
in excess of the country's productive capacity. In the 1980-84 period, investment increased by an
average 20% per year. The Sandinistas intended to move within the space of a few years after the
reconstruction period into an ambitious development process aimed at overcoming the dependency
and underdevelopment inherited from the Somoza dynasty. In order to shield Nicaraguan export
producers from the impact of low world market prices, the government established a special
exchange rate for export products (28 cordobas to the dollar, in contrast to the official exchange
rate of 10 cordobas per dollar). Credit expansion, high investment levels (particularly health care
and education infrastructure), export subsidies, and mounting defense expenditures combined in
1984 to produce a 25% budget deficit, thereby forcing the government to issue massive amounts
of new currency. During the 1979-1986 period, Nicaraguan GDP performance was as follows:
1979, -26%; 1980, +10.4%; 1981, +5.4%; 1982, -8.0%; 1983, +4.0%; 1984, -1.5%; 1985, -4.0%, and 1986,
-0.2%. In 1985-86, the government implemented a series of policy modifications designed to correct
macroeconomic problems and stimulate recovery. However, thanks in large part to Washington's
intensified war effort, these initiatives were only partly successful. While continuing its policy of
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producer incentives, Managua sought to reduce the budget deficit by eliminating a number of
consumer subsidies, reducing investment spending, and increasing taxes. In order to limit the
growth of credit, financing for producers was limited to 80% of projected production expenses, and
interest rates were raised from an average 20% in 1985, to 30% for agriculture and 36% for nonagricultural activities in 1986. Currency devaluation also occurred, from 28 cordobas per dollar
in 1985 to 70 per dollar in 1986. Nevertheless, as a result of lifting certain price controls, inflation
rose to the triple-digit level. The country's money supply grew from 20 billion cordobas in 1984 to
58 billion in 1985, and 208 billion in 1986. At a recent assembly of community leaders, Minister of
Agriculture Jaime Wheelock reiterated that the main factors causing inflation are defense spending,
production bottlenecks, the cost of maintaining public services (especially health and education),
state sector investment, and the large growth in the money supply. Since salary hikes are a minor
factor in the country's inflation, Wheelock said, the government will continue making regular
upward adjustments in order to offset the effects of inflation. In May, the government announced
that previous projections in the 1987 economic plan of a 2% growth rate for the year were unrealistic.
Nicaraguan economists generally share the government's perspective that imbalances in the
national economy will not be corrected in the short term, due to the continuity of the war with the
contras which compels Nicaragua to devote the bulk of its national budget to defense. Through 1986,
the war had cost Nicaragua a total $1.2 billion in direct material damages. Total GDP losses resulting
from the war are calculated at more than $2.8 billion, which include material damage; foregone trade
and production due to Washington's boycott.
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